Gigantic size of multimedia data and images being generated stored and transmitted across the digital web today, which has raised new research concerns in computing field. One of such concerns is compression of such data with minimal quality distortion. In recent work, the hybrid wavelet transforms (HWT) are proven to be better in image compression as compared to the constituent transforms considered individually [1, 2] . Then further the proportion wise performance comparison of the constituent transforms considered for generation of HWT is also studied [3, 4] . Here the paper presents the performance appraise of various color spaces along with the conventional RGB color space in image compression using cosine-slant HWT with varying proportions of constituent cosine and slant transforms. The experimentation is done on a test-bed having 15 images of various sizes and varied compression ratios. The results show that LUV color space with 1:4 proportion of cosine-slant transform in HWT gives better quality of compression for higher compression ratios (90% and 95%). For 85% compression ratio, LUV color space with 1:1 proportion of cosine-slant transforms in HWT gives better compression quality. While in lower compression ratios (60% to 80%), the RGB color space gives better compression with 1:1 proportion of cosine-slant transforms in HWT.
INTRODUCTION
Today, due to advances in technology, millions of images are getting generated every hour thus storage and transmission of the images are becoming key issues. Image compression plays an essential role for storage and transmission of images as it reduces the size of images so that images can be stored in less space and less bandwidth is required for transmission [5] . For applications like medical imaging, iris recognition, and finger print recognition, the compression technique must be loss less so that the original image can be regenerated without any loss of information from the compressed image. The applications like web application, mobile applications, weather forecasting can tolerate some amount of image data loss if the decompressed image is not exact as original image. This kind of compression technique is called as lossy. Lossy compression techniques provide high degree of compression as compared to lossless compression techniques. In this paper lossy compression technique in transformed domain is proposed. Previous work has proved that wavelet transforms generated from orthogonal transforms give high degree of compression as compared to original orthogonal transforms [6, 7, 8] . Later work proves that hybrid wavelet transform (HWT) generated using two different orthogonal transforms gives better compression ratio(CR) as compared to orthogonal transforms and wavelet transform generated from its orthogonal transform [1, 2, 3, 4] . Here the effect of HWT generated by varying proportions of cosine -slant constituent transforms for image compression with various color spaces is analyzed.
GENERATION OF HYBRID WAVELET TRANSFORM [2]
The hybrid wavelet transform T PQ of size NxN can be generated by using two orthogonal transforms, say P and Q respectively as given in equation (1) and (2) where N=a*b=ab. The first b rows of HWT matrix are calculated as the product of each element of first row of the orthogonal transform P with each of the columns of the orthogonal transform Q. For next "b" number of rows of HWT matrix, the second row of the orthogonal transform matrix P is shift rotated after being appended with zeros as shown in equation (2) . Similarly the other rows of HWT matrix are generated (as set of b rows each time for each of the "a-1" rows of orthogonal transform matrix P starting from second row up to last row).
(1) (2)
EXPERIMENTATION
The experimentation of the image compression using cosineslant HWT with assorted color spaces is done with MATLAB 7.14 using a computer with Intel Core i3 Processor2.9 GHz and 4 GB RAM. The color spaces used are RGB, LUV, YUV, YCbCr, YCgCb, YIQ and XYZ [9] . The test bed used in the experimentation is created by taking 15 different images by with 256x256x3 and 64x64x3 sizes as shown in figure 1 . On each image the hybrid wavelet transform generated using cosine transform [10] and slant transform [11] as constituent transform is applied by varying proportion of both the constituent transforms. The image is first converted to the required color space. Then on each image, cosine-slant HWT is applied and the image is compressed in transformed domain. To analyse the performance of HWT with various color spaces, the compressed image is transformed back to spatial domain by applying inverse HWT and converted back to RGB color space. Mean square error (MSE) is calculated between original and modified image for comparing the performance of image compression using cosine-slant HWT with assorted color spaces.
Fig 1:Testbed Used
Eight compression ratios (60%, 65%, 70%, 75%, 80%, 85%, 90% and 95%) are considered for performance comparison of color spaces in cosine-slant HWT based image compression. The proportions of cosine and slant constituent orthogonal transforms in HWT are varied and the effects are analysed. The average MSE for each compression ratio, image size and various proportions of cosine-slant constituent transforms in hybrid wavelet transform are considered for performance analysis.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results are compared by calculating mean square error between original image and compressed image. The images are varied by various images, size of image; compression ratios, proportion of cosine-slant transform used in generation of hybrid wavelet transform and the color spaces. Table 1 shows the average mean square error (MSE) between original image and compressed image calculated by varying the images and size of images using LUV color space. The MSEs are calculated for compression ratios of 95%, 90%, 85%, 80%, 75%, 70%, 65% and 60%. The ratio of cosine transform and Slant transform is varied as 1:16, 1:4, 1:1, 4:1, and 16:1 in the generation of hybrid wavelet transform.
The HWT generated using 4:1 proportion of cosine-slant transform gives less average MSE value for 95% and 90% compression ratios. For compression ratios between 60% and 85%, HWT generated from 1:1 proportion of cosine-slant constituent transforms gives less average MSE values. Table 2 shows the average MSE for image compression using HWT generated by varying proportions of cosine-slant constituent transforms for various compression ratios with XYZ color space. The results show that for 95%, 90% and 85% compression ratios, HWT generated from 4:1 proportion of cosine-slant constituent transforms gives less average MSE. For 60% to 80% compression ratios, HWT generated from 1:1 proportion of cosine-slant constituent transform gives better result as compared to HWT generated from other proportions of cosine-slant constituent transforms. Table 3 shows the average MSE for YCbCr color space using HWT generated by varying proportion of cosine-slant constituent transforms. For 90% and 95% compression ratios, HWT generated by 4:1 proportion of cosine-slant transforms give better image compression quality. HWT generated from 1:1 proportion of cosine-slant transforms gives better compression quality for 60% to 85% compression ratios Table 4 shows the average MSE values generated from HWT by varying the proportions of cosine-slant constituent transforms using YCgCb color space. HWT generated from 4:1 proportion of cosine-slant transform gives better compression quality for 90% and 95% compression ratios. HWT generated from 1:1 proportion of cosine-slant constituent transforms gives minimum average MSE value for compression ratios in the range of 60% to 85%. Table 5 shows the average MSE for YUV color space using HWT generated with various proportions of cosine-slant constituent transforms. The HWT generated using 1:1 proportion of cosine-slant constituent transforms give better compression quality for compression ratios between 60% and 85%. For compression ratios of 90% and 95%, HWT generated from 4:1 proportion of cosine-slant constituent transforms gives less average MSE. Table 6 shows the performance comparison of image compression techniques using HWT generated from cosine and slant transforms using YIQ color space. Results show that HWT generated from 4:1 proportion of cosine-slant transform gives better compression quality for compression ratios from 90% and 95%. For remaining compression ratios, HWT generated from 1:1 proportion of cosine-slant transform gives better compression quality as compared to other proportions of cosine -slant transform in HWT. Table 7 shows the performance comparison of image compression technique in RGB color space using cosine transform, slant transform and HWT generated by various proportions of cosine-slant constituent transforms. For 90% and above compression ratios, HWT generated using 4:1 proportion of cosine-slant constituent transforms gives minimum average MSE value. For compression ratios below 90%, HWT generated from 1:1 proportion of cosine-slant transform gives less average MSE value. Fig 2 shows the average mean square error (MSE) for 95% and 90% compression ratios between original image and respective compressed image with assorted color spaces. The results prove that the HWT using 4:1 proportion of cosineslant transform gives less MSE in case of compression ratios of 90% and 95% for all the color spaces. The HWT generated using 4:1 proportion of cosine-slant transform gives minimum MSE with LUV color space for 90% and 95% compression ratios as compared to all other color spaces including RGB color space. Fig 3 shows the average mean square error (MSE) differences between original images and respective compressed images for compression ratios from 85% to 75%. In case of 85%, 80% and 75% compression ratios, HWT generated from 1:1 proportion of cosine-slant transform gives less average MSE.
The image compression quality of HWT using 1:1 proportion of cosine-slant transform with LUV color space is better as compared to all other color spaces for 85% compression ratio. For compression ratios of 75% and 80%, HWT generated from 1:1 proportion of cosine-slant transform with RGB color space gives minimum average MSE. HWT with respect to 70% to 60% compression ratio using various color spaces Fig 5 shows the paper-art image compression with compression ratio of 90% and 95% using HWT with 1:4 proportion of cosine-slant transform. The mean square error is less for LUV color space with respect to RGB color space. Fig 6 shows the image compression of paper-art"s image using 1:1 proportion of cosine-slant constituent transform in HWT for 85% compression ratio. The subjective quality of compressed image is better with LUV color space than RGB color space. Also, the MSE value using LUV color space is less as compared to RGB color space. Fig 7 and fig 8 shows the effect of image compression on Strawberry"s image for 60% to 80% compression ratio using HWT generated from 1:1 proportion of cosine-slant transform. The image is of size 64x64x3. The MSE with RGB color space is less than MSE with LUV color space. Also, the subjective quality of image compression with RGB color space is better than LUV color space. 
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CONCLUSIONS
The cosine-slant HWT is used for image compression with varied proportions of constituent cosine and slant transforms using seven assorted color spaces alias RGB, LUV, YUV, YIQ, YCgCb, YCbCr and XYZ. The experimentation is done with the test-bed of 15 images for various compression ratios from 60% to 95%. Results have shown that the LUV color space outperforms other color spaces giving better quality of image compression with 1:4 proportion of cosine-slant transform in HWT for 90% and 95% compression ratios and 1:1 proportion of cosine-slant transform in HWT for 85% compression ratio. In case of compression ratios below 85% RGB color space gives better compression quality with 1:1 proportion of cosine-slant transforms in HWT.
